
Quotes from film critics, food writers, activist and academics 
 
“A beautiful film that uplifted my spirit and brought me more in touch with my love for 
food...Thoroughly mindful and compassionate, this is not a film that makes enemies. It's 
a film that make sense." John Robbins, author The Food Revolution, and Diet For A 
New America 
 
"This illuminating film reminds us of the importance of knowing where our food comes 
from, and it shows us how the choices we make everyday about the food we eat are 
some of the most important decisions we make." Alice Waters, visionary chef, 
cookbook writer, Owner, Chez Panisse Restaurant 
 
"Deconstructing Supper is a fine film, important for every culinary resource library. With 
so many scientific and technological changes taking place in food production, I feel it is 
vital that both chefs and students and lovers of food in general be knowledgeable about 
the ingredients they use. Nobody should take lightly what is happening to our farm 
produce..." Anne Willan, Founder & President, La Varenne Cooking School. 
 
"Colourful and engaging, with fine camera-work...This is a film for all those who might 
just be wondering what is happening to the foods they used to know and love." 
Brewster Kneen, The Ram’s Horn newsletter 
 
"The film takes Bishop on an around-the-world trip...What he finds is an industrialization 
process in the world's farming industry that is frighteningly reminiscent of such historical 
events as the communist farm collectives and the Irish potato famine...As scary as a lot 
of this sounds Deconstructing Supper is neither gloomy nor ideological...Organic farmers 
in California, Saskatchewan and India show there are working alternatives." Brian 
Gorman, TV Data Magazine 
 
"What's a GMO? Chef John Bishop discovers that, thanks to Monsanto Corporation, 
food just ain't what it used to be. In his globe-trotting investigation, this conscientious 
chef also illustrates that, despite Monsanto's monkey-business, 'natural food' production 
remains both a feasible and pleasurable enterprise." Prof. Timothy McGettigan, PhD, 
Department of Sociology, Colorado State University-Pueblo 
 
"A fascinating, if disturbing, primer on the subject of genetically modified food. It 
manages to instruct without scolding, explore without preaching, and ultimately, should 
interest anybody who eats." Venay Menan, TV critic, The Star newspaper, Toronto 
 
Superbly constructed...incredibly informative as well as entertaining...Allows the 
audience to come to their own conclusions with the facts from both sides of the food 
issue presented." Neil Ritchie, Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy 
 
"Deconstructing Supper tells a good story, and makes you wish you could afford organic 
produce more often." John Doyle, TV Critic, The (Toronto) Globe and Mail 
 
"The chemical industry's power over our food is a key message in this video. If you 
haven't heard the story of Percy Schmeiser's struggle with Monsanto, [Deconstructing 
Supper] is worth seeing just to hear him tell it." Dana Jackson, The Land Stewardship 
Letter 


